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Why Join RISE?

RISE is growing and expanding the curriculum. We offer a wide selection of classes each of four terms
fall, winter, spring, and summer), and Zoom classes with out-of-state instructors and to reach members
who cannot attend in-person classes.

RISE is the premier program of its type in the valley, offering more classes, more sessions, and more
special events than any other. We are the least costly and most comprehensive program of our type,
and for one low annual dues payment of only $50 for 2022-2023, you can take as many classes as you
want.  There may be an occasional lab fee where supplies for the class are provided by the instructor.

How to Join or Renew Membership in RISE

By phone – Call the Rio Salado Cashier's Office directly at 480-517-8330 during the hours of 8:00 a.m. -
5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. A Cashier's Office staff member will take your payment via credit or
debit card.

By Mail – Complete the application form on page 9 of this catalog. Please mail your check with the form to:
Cashier’s Office, Rio Salado College, 2323 W. 14th Street, Tempe, AZ 85281.

Membership year runs July 1 – June 30.  Dues are only $50 for 2022-2023.

RISE members who renew may pick up their sticker when you come to campus. New Members can stop
by the office to pick up a new badge upon coming to first class.

Questions? Call Lori Scardina, RISE Coordinator at 480-377-4262 or
Saundra Stanley, RISE Assistant at 480-377-4296
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RISE REGISTRATION AND MEMBERSHIP DUES

Winter SEMESTER:  Tuesday, January 3  – Thursday, February 23

Annual Membership Dues are only $50 for 2022-2023. The Annual Membership Dues covers all RISE
classes. There are no class fees, unless an instructor will provide materials and charge a small fee for
the materials.  Annual dues cover the period July 1 to June 30.  Renew annually prior to June 30 (RISE
does not send out reminders).

1. Payment: Credit or debit card or check. Per Rio Salado policy we are no longer able to accept
cash payments. No checks will be accepted without a membership application. Please note
that dues are not prorated.

2. No refunds in adherence to Rio Salado “No Refunds” policy

 
CLASS REGISTRATION

Begins at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, December 15 and will continue through the semester.
1. See below for instructions on how to register.
2. See class planning calendar (pages 36-39).
 

ONLINE at www.riselearning.org  (You will need the class number to register)

1. Sign in
2. Enter your username:  first and last name, no spaces, all lower case.  If your RISE number is

9946 and upwards, your username is your first and last name, no spaces, but the first letter
of your first and last name is capitalized.

3. Enter the password:  password.
4. Click the “Register for Classes” button (green)
5. Course finder:  type the class number (e.g., 401) or enter a “keyword”, e.g., “art”
6. Select the blue “search” logo.
7. If class number or keyword are not known, select “View All Our Courses”
8. Selected class:  click on the class name.
9. “Click Me to Register for this Class” (green button)
10. A green message appears “Successfully Registered” at the top of the page.
11. More classes:  Click “Register for Another Class” button and repeat registration process.

IN PERSON REGISTRATION:

If you need help registering, come to RISE on Thursday, December 15 between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m., OR
give us a call.  Remember your dues must be CURRENT in order to register.
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TELEPHONE REGISTRATION:

Call Lori Scardina at 480-377-4262 or Saundra Stanley at 480-377-4296.

CANCELLATION OF CLASSES:

 www.riselearning.org
 Sign in with username and password

1. Click on the “My Classes” button
2. Select class to be canceled (little arrow in upper left)
3. Click on “Unregister” red button

 
Please DO cancel (either online or by telephone) if you know the class has a limited enrollment.  This
allows someone on the waiting list to register.  Thank you.
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***IMPORTANT INFORMATION***

RISE members have the option to register for an in-person (live) class OR via video
conference.

If choosing to enroll for in-person classes, per Rio Salado, class enrollment is limited
to 30 students (except where classes have been limited by the instructor). Once an
enrollment of 30 is reached, the class becomes closed.

Classes via video conference option will have the letter “Z” following the number
(example: Music Appreciation 101-Z). If you prefer to connect via videoconference,
use the number with the “Z” when registering. Also, there may be some classes
where RISE members will be in the classroom and the instructor will present via
videoconference. Effective January 1, 2023 we will be using WebEx for video
conferencing.

Please remember that not all presentations last a full two hours. Our presenters
have the option to end prior to two hours if they desire but may not go longer than
the two hours scheduled. Most of the sessions that end earlier than two hours are
noted in the catalog, however, there may be others. Thank you for your patience and
understanding.

Classes may occasionally be canceled or postponed due to an instructor becoming ill
or having a family emergency. We do make every effort to contact you, using the
information that we have on file, so please keep your information updated.
However, we may not always be able to contact everyone before a class begins.
Please check the website, before setting out for class, as all cancellations and
changes are posted on the website.

If you register for a class, please try to attend. We know life happens, and you can’t
always get to class. If a class has a limit, please cancel if you can’t make it so
someone else can take your place.

Please wear your badge where we can see it while you are on campus. This is your
“ticket” into RISE classes. You will notice that there is a sticker on your badge
signifying that you are a current member of RISE. When you renew your dues, stop
by Saundra’s office to get your current sticker.
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RISE recognizes the importance of discussing Tolerance.  The classes

in the black boxes are specially designed for tolerance discussions.

Examples

Visiting the Camps Wednesday October 12 at 10:00 a.m. (Page)
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ART/THE ARTS

Monet: His Life and His Art      #201

Allen Reamer

Thursday, February 9     9:00 a.m.

Monet was one of the greatest French Impressionist. He developed a new style of expressing beauty. Monet was

also the only French Impressionist that continued producing paintings in this style all his life. We will look at the

artistic background he lived in and his life. In this talk we will cover his  conventional life and paintings in detail.

Fruit With Watercolor     #202

Allen Reamer

Thursday, February 9, 16, 23       12:00 noon

You have eaten fruit, but have you drawn and painted them? This course is for those who are new to watercolor

and those who are experienced watercolorists.  We will take a step-by-step approach to drawing and painting

fruit. We will cover terms, concepts, tips and techniques for using watercolor. If you are new at drawing or have

not drawn these objects, the instructor will teach you one-on-one or in small groups whatever you want to learn

about drawing, whether it is how to draw basic strokes and/or how to draw specific pieces of fruit.

Diego Rivera

Allen Reamer

Thursday, February 16       9:00 a.m. #258

Diego Rivera today is best known as the husband of Frieda Kahlo. During his life he was an internationally famous

artist who was born and raised in Mexico. You will learn that he and friends developed a new art style and you

will see examples of this style. He was best known for his murals. You will also learn of the tremulous

relationships Rivera had with a number of women. We will begin with his birth and early art and continue until

we run out of time. We will discuss some of his art in great detail.

Edward Hopper: Master of Aloneness

Allen Reamer

Thursday, February 23       9:00 a.m.     #259

Edward Hopper was a master at depicting ‘aloneness’. You will see how he achieved these powerful expressive

paintings. We will also discuss his life and his marriage to a successful painter. In discussing his life, you will see

how his life and relationship with his wife is depicted in his paintings. We will talk about his best known painting,

Nighthawks, and many of his other paintings in detail.
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FINANCE/LAW

Arizona Law     #204

Robert Jeckel

Wednesday January 4,11,18,25, February 1,8,15,22       9:00 a.m.

This eight session course on Law, Wills, Trust, Estates and Disability will provide you with in-depth information
about the subjects which most affect your life and your estate as a retiree. Learn the law through stories and
examples. The class is fun, informative and interesting. 

Today’s World of Safe Investing     #205
Sandell, Scott
Tuesday, January 17        9:00 a.m.
With rising interest rates, and the current level of market volatility, where do people turn to
protect their wealth while still earning something? We will explore ALL investments commonly
referred to as “safe” while contemplating their future in this complex market. Brought to you by a
non-profit organization dedicated to providing communities with a consistent resource through
unbiased classes that are free of sales.

How an Estate is Administered Upon Death and Steps to take Today - NEW #206

David Eastman - Attorney at Law

Tuesday, January 24       9:00 A.M.

Attorney Dave Eastman will discuss the steps that your loved ones will have to take upon your passing to

administer your estate and what types of legal documents they will need in order to accomplish that duty. He

will also discuss the necessary steps you must take today to make things as easy and efficient as possible for

when you pass away or become incapacitated.  He will cover retirement accounts, people that will need to be

contacted upon death, Living Trust and Will administration, and much more. Dave's true gift is making a

complicated and overwhelming topic easy to understand and manage.

 
Living Trusts vs Wills…Straight Talk     #207
Robert Mariner
Tuesday, February 14        9:00 a.m.
This enjoyable class has been taught throughout Arizona for decades. Back by popular demand, it provides a
practical, easy-to-understand comparison of Wills vs Living Trusts that has helped thousands of people from all
income levels and circumstances have peace of mind knowing how to protect themselves from the perils of
probate. Learn how to save 50%-70% for expert estate planning documents; about joint tenancy/community
property; understand probate,  conservatorship/guardianship, and more. Even schedule a free, no-obligation
review of any Will or Living Trust to ensure all your existing documents are in order.

Tax Efficiency in Retirement     #208
Sandell, Scott
Tuesday, February 21        9:00 a.m.
This class is a necessity for all. In this day of rising interest rates and volatile markets, it has
become extremely important to become tax efficient in retirement, to maximize what you have.
We will review how current taxation works and explore the most common ways to save taxes in
retirement. I promise this is not a dry boring tax class. Brought to you by a non-profit
organization dedicated to providing communities with a consistent resource through unbiased
classes that are free of sales.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Do’s And Don’ts of Healthy Dieting Zoom Only #209Z
Mesa, Maira
Wednesday, January 4        9:00 a.m.
It's easy to gain weight but harder to lose weight quickly. Healthy weight loss isn't just about dieting. Healthy

weight loss means changes in your lifestyle to not just "get the weight off" but keep it off! Do's and Don'ts of

Healthy Dieting will teach you some helpful ways to be a winner in weight loss!

Hospice and Palliative Care - NEW #210/210Z
Hospice of the Valley
Thursday, January 5        9:00 a.m.
Hospice is about living, not dying. Learn how hospice supports patients and families in their homes; when

hospice is appropriate and how Medicare and insurance companies cover the cost of care.

Care for Your Discs – The Back Pain Solution     #211

Timko, Dr Scott

Thursday, January 5, 2022       9:00 a.m.

Back pain, spine and disc issues affect almost everyone - partly because bones and joints naturally deteriorate

with age. Further damage can occur from accidents, poor posture, improper lifting and other trauma to our

spine. However, there are steps you can take to protect and strengthen your back. The goal for this class is to

help you gain a better understanding of how your spine is structured, and how to properly care for it. Most

people are familiar with terms like, “herniated disc,” but don’t fully understand what it means - even if a

professional has tried to explain it to them. That’s because medical jargon can be intimidating! Dr. Timko will take

this opportunity to help break down every piece of spinal health and be there for you as a source of information

when you need it. If you are currently having back pain or have been diagnosed with a disc condition, you will

learn about the cutting-edge technology available to help you eliminate your pain without costly and invasive

and potentially dangerous surgery or prescription medications.

Pain Management and Healing Disease with Acupuncture and Other Effective Modalities - NEW #212

Cynthia Poppe, L.AZ

Thursday, January 5       12:00 noon

Introduction to Acupuncture - brief history, education, assessment and diagnostic procedures of how it can

relieve pain.  Additional complementary modalities used with Acupuncture to enhance positive results and

maintain a pain free life.

Mind Massage                    #260

Sandra Hickman

Tuesday, January 10, 24, February 7, 21        9a.m.

A series of meditations using digital sound remedies and guided visualization designed to rewire your thinking.

This class is one of a series of 4 which may be taken individually if desired.  Each class will introduce students to

the use of specifically selected sounds, intention and deep meditation to accelerate healing.  The sounds used in
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these classes are digital audio captures, signature vibrations of real remedies, which match the intention of the

meditation.  Students may bring yoga mats or blankets if desired.

Mind Massage 1: General Relaxation

Mind Massage 2: Clearing Blockages

Mind Massage 3: Positive Self Image

Mind Massage 4: Creative Manifestation

Memory Training     #213
Laurie Fox
Tuesday, January 10           12:00 noon
Memory Training Class is a fun interactive 90-minute class for people who want to enhance and keep

their memory strong. There will be tips and tricks given for improving memory as well as a hand out

for notes to take away for continued practice at home. If you want to improve your memory this is the

class for you.

How To Be Happier -NEW #214/214Z
Perkins, MS , Laura Lee
Tuesday, January 10                    9:00 a.m.
Would you like to have more happiness in your life? Who wouldn’t? If you feel open to trying some new ideas

and/or behaviors, this class will offer many options. Is happiness a choice, no matter where the source of your

unhappiness lies? Many people who don’t naturally feel happy are sometimes not willing to give up anything.

Let’s explore expanding the prospects of living a happier life.

Healthcare Decisions: Advance Care Planning     #215/215Z
Hospice of the Valley
Thursday, January 12                        9:00 a.m.
A living will and medical power of attorney ensures your wishes will be followed and is the best gift you can give

your loved ones.

Tremors, Headaches, Fatigue: an Acupuncturists' Perspective #216

Patricia Martin

Thursday, January 12                  9:00 a.m.

Tremors are experienced by many people for a variety of reasons. Asian medicine has a somewhat different

concept of it from Western medicine. We call it Liver Wind. Headaches are a catch-all phrase for pain in the

head in Western medicine, often resulting in the same pain prescription for everyone; but the Asian medical

practitioner wants to know where the Headache is, when does it occur, what makes it better, or worse, and each

description leads to a different protocol for treatment. Fatigue, depending upon your answers, can lead to the

cause being due to lung or spleen deficiency, or heart or kidney deficiency, or blood deficiency, or liver fire

blazing, or phlegm.  Phlegm!?  What a concept!
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Strategies to Prevent Cancer     #217

Jeanette Vaupel

Thursday, January 19                    12:00 noon

Since preventing illness is the ideal, this class focuses on ways to stay

healthy in order to prevent cells developing into cancer cells. The mechanism of cancer cell development will be

briefly described in order to understand how and why the strategies work to interfere with that mechanism. This

info has practical application in daily life in order to enhance your lifestyle (which is an 80% determining factor in

achieving optimal health). These strategies also apply to cancer survivors. Learn of the helpful medical tests,

dietary approaches, exercise benefits, essential oils, etc.

Reiki I  -NEW #218
Rogers, Gale
Monday, January 23 and 30                     9:00 a.m.
Reiki is a Japanese word that means “Universal Light Force Energy” and is a sharing of energy through hands on

or above the body for healing mind, body, and spirit. It can be learned quickly by anyone, including children, and

is used in many hospitals and hospice situations along with traditional medicine.  Are you ready to help with your

own healing and that of your family and friends?  Even if you’re just curious, as I was when I learned it, you’ll

want to know why this hasn’t been taught to everyone!

Active Every Day -NEW Zoom Only #219Z
Mesa, Maira
Wednesday, January 25                9:00 a.m.
Start exercising doesn't mean go and run a mile every day. There are lots of way to stay active and healthy. Learn

about what you can do to stay active every day!

What is Dementia Anyway?     #220/220Z
Hospice of the Valley
Thursday, January 26                    9:00 a.m.
What changes are normal, and what could be signs of dementia? We offer support to those at all stages of

dementia.

Paleo Eating: What’s the Buzz?     #221

Jeanette Vaupel

Wednesday, February 1                12:00 noon

The current trend to eat according to the Paleo Diet has been featured in the media and touted as a way to

achieve better health. Is this really the case? We will explore the pro’s and con’s of eating as our long ago

ancestors did. Comparison of our “modern” diet to the original nutrient-packed foods will be outlined and the

consequences of being hungrier after eating and drinking instead of fully satisfied will be discussed. Does the %

of protein, carbs &amp; fat matter in each meal? Can health problems be lessened or resolved by this eating

plan? This is a myth-busting presentation with practical information for enhancing your health!
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Reiki  ll  - NEW #222
Rogers, Gale
Monday, February 6 and 13                       9:00 a.m.
Reiki is a Japanese word that means “Universal Light Force Energy” and is a sharing of energy through hands on

or above the body for healing mind, body, and spirit. It can be learned quickly by anyone, including children, and

is used in many hospitals and hospice situations along with traditional medicine.  Are you ready to help with your

own healing and that of your family and friends?  Even if you’re just curious, as I was when I learned it, you’ll

want to know why this hasn’t been taught to everyone!

The Autoimmune Matrix - Combatting Autoimmune Challenges Naturally     #223

Timko, Dr Scott

Tuesday, February 7, 2023                 9:00 a.m.

While it is true genes do come into play with autoimmune diseases, we also have control over how our genes are

expressed. According to the field of epigenetics, our environment, lifestyle choices, and dietary habits all have

the ability to turn on certain genes that can cause the development of autoimmune complications. Although

conventional medicine believes the only true weapon against autoimmunity is drugs (which only mask the

symptoms and suppress the immune system), research has shown that there are many effective, alternative

treatments. Health is represented in different forms such as chemical, physical and emotional and it is imperative

to address all of these simultaneously in order to achieve optimal health. Join Dr. Timko to learn how to take

control of your health by getting to the root of autoimmunity, addressing deficiencies, and becoming a more

active participant in your healing process.

Growing Through Grief - NEW #224
Laura Lee Perkins
3 Weeks on Wednesdays                9:00 a.m.
February 8, 15, 22
When grief comes slamming into our lives, it shatters our reality as we search for answers to the one-word
question: Why? Grief work is deep and painful, but it also embodies tremendous potential for healing, growth
and transformation. It’s a “learn as you move forward” experience. Laura Lee Perkins, MS will offer ideas,
suggestions and activities from her workbook to facilitate healing when you are feeling very tender.

The Village of You #225

Patricia Martin

Thursday, February 9                      9:00 a.m.

This course once again delves into the 'stuff' that makes Five Element Acupuncture, a Japanese style of

acupuncture, really interesting! It's my favorite style of all! The Five Elements are Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and

Water. The primary ten organs of the body are embodied in this philosophy, as each is a part of the human body

known as your own personal Village. You have a Supreme Commander (the Heart, what else), and High Ministers

(the Liver, Spleen, Lungs, Kidneys) and their Assistant Officials (the Gall Bladder, Small Intestine, Stomach, Large

Intestine and Urinary Bladder). They all have their own color, flavor, emotions, seasons, cooking style, sound of

voice and job to do. Please join Patricia leading the class's pathway into this fascinating insight for improving

your health and longevity.
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Let’s De-Stress -NEW Zoom Only #226Z
Mesa, Maira
Wednesday, February 15              9:00 a.m.
Stress is a normal part of life, but how you deal with that stress makes a big difference to your health .Come

connect with others and learn tips on ways to better manage the stress in your life! We will end the session with

a gratitude meditation.

Let’s Talk About Mental Illness Zoom Only #227Z
Kate Mohler
Thursday, February 23                9:00 a.m.
How much do you know about the educational system, cultural traditions, and politics of South Africa? Perhaps
as much as I did in 2004 when I accepted a job teaching math and English in a black township near Kimberley,
South Africa. I looked at the list of countries participating in the Fulbright Teacher Exchange Program and applied
to the country I was least likely to visit as a tourist. Thirty-three years of teaching and all the internet research I
could manage did not prepare me for the experience. My year proved to be a total immersion in a very foreign
environment. Come and hear my stories.

HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Fountain Pens—Their History and as a Hobby     #228
Meske, Mark
Tuesday, January 3 at 9:00 a.m.
This discussion will look at the Fountain Pen from 1874 to the present. Fountain pens are not dead. They are

more useful than ever and dare we say, fun. We will explore their use, where to buy them, and what we gain

using them. For most of us it is a hobby that is practical. Do you just want to know about fountain pens? Do you

want to use a fountain pen and don’t know where to start? Or, are you curious about something you thought

was extinct until it turned up right in front of you. Join us.

The History of Women's Rights in the U.S., 1607-Present -NEW Zoom Only #229Z

Saunders, Dr., Bonnie F.

Wednesday, January 4, 11, 18, 25, February 1, 8, 15, 22        12:00 noon

"This course is based on the information in a new book entitled Woman: The American History of an Idea by

Lillian Faderman.  How have women's rights changed over the past 415 years?  How has society and government

reacted to changes in women's rights?  Often, it seems that each two steps forward has resulted in at least one

step backward -- why has that happened and what should be our reaction to that?  How can/will women achieve

full rights equal to those of men?  We will discuss these and other relevant questions in this class."

Current Events Zoom Only #230Z

RISE Facilitator

5 Weeks on Monday Jan 9,23,30, Feb 6,13                 9:00 a.m.

Discuss and debate current events and topics in the news.  Participants are encouraged to bring a topic to discuss

to be voted on by the group. If you enjoy lively debate, this is the group for you.
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Flourishing in Retirement -NEW #231

Diane Lukich

Monday, January 9,         12:00 noon

History of Retirement and the new definition of retirement

Positive Psychology - the PERMA model for successful aging

Foundations for Successful aging

Resilience and Aging

Five key areas of retirement – Spiritual, Mental, Physical, Social, Financial

America In Trouble     #232

Michael Kapic

Wednesday, January 11,  9:00 a.m., Wednesday, February 1,   9:00a.m.

This course will explore some of the issues confronting us today and compare them with other periods in our

history. We’ll review aspects of the status of our Constitution and highlight a few departures from the Founders

intent. We’ll review our options going forward. We’ll delve into the history of potential solutions identified and

used in past periods over 400 years of recorded history. Finally, we’ll discuss how we as citizens can impact

solutions given to us by the Founders

     
Residential Security and Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design     #233

Joan Campbell

Tuesday, January 17,               9:00 a.m.

This class will provide an overview of CPTED principles toward making your property more secure and less

attractive to criminal activity – examples would be lighting, fences, landscaping options and types of locks which

can reduce opportunities for crime in relatively cost-efficient ways. The goal of applied CPTED principles is to

prevent crime by designing a physical environment that positively influences human behavior. The theory is

based on five principles: natural access control, natural surveillance, territoriality, activity support, and

maintenance.

Atlantis -NEW #234

Mark Bailey

Monday, January 30,       12:00 noon

All the theories, most of the proof and where do we think it really is.  

Moving Beyond Fear - Don’t Allow Fear to Become Too Familiar     #235/235Z
Perkins, MS , Laura Lee
Tuesday, January 31             9:00 a.m.
Most of us struggle with some kind of fear which inhibits our lives. We have three choices: do nothing, mask our

fear with medications, or learn how to move beyond it. This class offers tools to move from viewing fear as an

obstacle to observing fear as an opportunity for growth. Fear steals peace and contentment, but we can learn

new skills. This transformation is a gift you can give to yourself. A workbook will be available for $10, but is not

required to attend.
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Advancing the Common Good: The Economics Behind Poverty & Inequality - NEW #236

Newman, Dave

Thursday, February 2,              9:00 a.m.

We've all heard the statistics:

* The wealthiest top 3 have more wealth than the bottom 50% of the country.

* CEO compensation has grown by over 1,000% while the typical worker income grew by only 24%.

* The middle class is shrinking.

* Yet the defense portion of the budget continues to increase.

Income inequality in the U.S. is unusually high for a developed economy - and it's increasing. This income gap has

increased for decades as lower- and middle-class incomes have grown more slowly than upper-tier incomes,

concentrating wealth upward.  Inequality limits tax revenues for the government, forcing it to either cut back on

programs or raise taxes for everyone. The danger, as history shows, is that eventually a tipping point is reached,

corrected only by revolutions and violence.  Past attempts to reduce inequality by promoting equal pay,

affirmative action, or dealing with other types of bias have been enacted. Still, inequality persists.  Are we simply

fated to be at the mercy of the super rich?  Join us as we explore the historical trends and patterns contributing

to inequality, poverty, and the median standard of living. We'll analyze various causes such as globalization, tax

cuts, technological change, and deregulation along with the effectiveness of social and labor market policies.

We'll finish by examining potential solutions which actually advance the common good.

The History of Hammers     #238
Meske, Mark
Thursday, February 9              9:00 a.m.
One of the most common everyday tools, yet it is modified over and over to fit the users need. Hammers as tools

are still a viable and growing option for our toolbox. Who made the first one? Where did it come from? How was

it made? What kind do you need? We will discuss all of the above and more. Join the discussion and share your

own knowledge with us.

Situational Awareness     #239

Joan Campbell

Thursday, February 16,             9:00 a.m.

Join us for a review of best safety practices, being aware of our surroundings and having a plan in place in the

event an emergency does occur.  This presentation provides simple and common sense suggestions on personal

safety and being prepared for unforeseen circumstances.
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NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

Arizona’s Weather and Climate -NEW Zoom Only #240Z
Dr. Erinanne Saffell
Wednesday, January 4                 9:00 a.m.
Arizona experiences extreme weather events, like flash floods, wildfires, deadly heat. Learn more about Arizona’s
weather and climate from Arizona’s State Climatologist.

Fun With Math: Notable Numbers     #241

(for folks who never thought they would use math and fun in the same sentence!)

Janet Teegaurden

Tuesday, January 17                       12:00 noon

Most people are familiar with Even and Odd numbers and perhaps Prime numbers, Perfect Square numbers, or
Pi. But in this session we will also play with less known notable numbers such as Amicable numbers, Perfect
numbers, Abundant and Deficient numbers, Kaprekar's number, and Happy numbers. Come find out if you have a
Happy Number Name!  Paper, pencil, and a calculator will be very useful.

RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Guided Autobiography Zoom Only #242Z

Diane Lukich , PsyD

Tuesday January 3,10,17,24,31, February 7,14,21                          12:00 noon

Guided Autobiography (GAB) is a method for helping people document their life stories. Guided by a trained

instructor, participants are led through themes and priming questions that evoke memories of events once

known but filed away and seemingly forgotten. Participants write a story on a theme each week, brings it to class

and reads it to a small group of receptive classmates. While connecting with one another, participants feel

enlivened by the group experience. GAB can be a powerful catalyst for improved self-esteem, self-confidence

and communication within communities and within families.

NEW TOPICS:

Sports

Natural Disasters and accidents

Life after retirement

Art of Forgiveness

Life Miracles

Embarrassing Moments
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Psychology in the Light of Spiritual Science   #243

Dr James Ulness

8 Sessions - Thursday, January 5,12,19,26 Feb 2,9,16,23          12:00 noon

Spirituality as a clinical concept has proved useful for psychotherapists and counselors.  For them, Spiritual

Wellness is seen as a personal matter involving values and beliefs that provide a purpose in our lives. So it is not

considered an abnormality or disorder in the DSM4 and DSM5.  However, the spiritual has not been accepted

into psychology as taught in our universities.  What would psychology be like if the spiritual were taken as real?

This is what we will examine in this course

My Soul Journey -NEW #244

Diana Warren Ph.D.

Wednesday, January 18                         9:00 a.m.

You are Spirit unfolding on earth. Learn how to unfold your Divine Self, cultivate

the best in yourself and others, and six steps to union with your soul. Spiritual Strengths For

Your Soul Journey by Dr. Diana Warren is a resource that provides details on the journey.

Druids: Then, Before Then, and of course Now -NEW #245

Mark Bailey

Monday, January 23,                            9:00 a.m.

Druids evoke such a mystery and romanticism throughout the centuries. What were they. and when were they

around. What became of them, and why did it happen? What brought them back , and why? ... and what exactly

are they now?

Living a Happy, Joyful Life - NEW #246

Diana Warren, Ph.D.

Tuesday, January 24                 9:00 a.m.

Description: Ready to increase the happiness in your life? What does psychology, religion and

spirituality say about being happy? After a brief review of the importance of being happy, 25

tips on joyful living will be shared. Be ready to jot down ideas from class that can add more

sparkle and joy in your life.

Grow Younger and Optimize Age -NEW #247
Diana Warren, Ph.D.
Tuesday, February 14                            9:00 a.m.

Description: Learn how to maintain a youthful mind, strengthen your immunity, enhance

emotional peace, and other practical steps for living a better life at any age. The books from

Deepak Chopra, M.D. will be the basis for the course as you learn and grow from his knowledge

and wisdom.
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TECHNOLOGY

Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant     #257

Ken Kaminski

Thursday, January 26                        9:00 a.m.

How does Palo Verde generate electricity? What happened at Fukushima, and can it happen here?  What are the

risks to the Phoenix metropolitan area from the operation of the PVNGS? Why is the PVGNS storing used fuel in

Dry Casks and is it safe? Review the visit to the PCNGS in 2016 by David Lochbaum of Concerned Scientists.

https://allthingsnuclear.org/dlochbaum/visit-to-the-palo-verde-nuclear-generating-station/

TRAVEL

Guyana: An Introduction - NEW Zoom Only #249Z
Jennifer Wong

Tuesday, January 17                          12:00 noon

Did you know Guyana is in South America?  Why is Guyana not included in Latin America?  Join your host as she

introduces Guyana to you and highlights the beauty of Guyana.

Visiting Christmas Markets of Europe -NEW #250
Mark Brown

Wednesday, January 25,                            9:00 a.m.

Journey with us to the great holiday venues of Germany. We’ll start at the most famous in Nuremberg. Here,

we’ll sample the holiday traditions of handmade decorations, sweet treats, and dive into gingerbread cookies

and Spekulatius almond cookies. Then, it’s off to Berlin and the marketplace at Charlottenburg Palace. The venue

dates to the late 17th century and features a baroque-style garden and treasures from Brandenburg Prussia. We’ll

conclude our visit to the holiday marketplace in Dresden, the oldest in Germany. Dating back to 1434, this

picturesque venue features over 230 stalls and offers regional arts and crafts. The centerpiece is a 46-foot

Christmas pyramid. The food court offers traditional holiday treats, and the favorite remains the holiday

fruitcake, filled with nuts, raisins, spices, and icing sugar.

Travel in the Western U.S. -NEW #251
Dr. Michael Moore
Tuesday, January 31                          9:00 a.m.
This presentation will focus on points of interest in Arizona, Rocky Mountain National Park, Mount Rushmore,
Theodore Roosevelt National Park and Yellowstone.

Coastal Norway: People, Places, and Gorgeous SceneryNEW #252

Janet Teeguarden

Thursday, February 2                          9:00 a.m.

Come with us on two Vantage Travel cruises on a ferry (winter and summer) from Bergen, across the Arctic Circle,

past the North Cape (northernmost point in Europe), and over to Kirkenes on the Russian border. See the

Northern Lights on our 2020 winter trip and the midnight sun on our 2022 summer trip. Learn about the people,
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beautiful places (including four UNESCO World Heritage Sites), and some of the most gorgeous scenery in the

world as we traveled in and out of Norwegian fjords and up the coast of the Norwegian Sea.

Cruising the Panama Canal      #253
Dr. Michael Moore
Tuesday, February 7                            12:00 noon
While preparing for a trip through the canal the presenter became interested in the history of the politics behind
its construction.    This presentation will feature some of the “characters” involved.  A brief discussion of the
construction will outline some of the difficulties encountered.  A pictorial trip through the canal will follow.

Ancient Ruins of the Southwest -NEW #254
Dr. Michael Moore. DVM
Thursday, February 16                              9:00 a.m.
A pictorial tour of Native American ruins of the Southwestern United States.

Traveling South Africa     #255

Dr. Michael Moore

Tuesday, February 21                               12:00 noon

This travelogue will cover a trip through South Africa starting in Cape Town, visiting Victoria Falls and ending in

Johannesburg.  It will include a pictorial review of the area as well as information and history.  Wildlife pictures

from Kruger National Park and other game parks will highlight the presentation.

France and Switzerland  -NEW #256

Mark Brown

Wednesday, February 22,                              9:00 a.m.

After we land in Paris, our journey begins in the countryside. Here, we’ll touch the Alps and explore Chamonix

and Mount Blac, and site of the first winter Olympics in 1924. Then, we’re off to Troyes, about 85 miles east of

Paris. The architecture of Troyes is enchanting, and streets abound with half-timbered structures which date to

the Middle Ages. We’ll cross over the border into Grindelwald in Switzerland and capture the splendor of the

Junfrau region, which lays at the main crest of the Bernese Alps. We’ll return to Paris and conclude with a visit to

the Muse d’Orsay, an art museum in a railway station that dates to 1898. This museum contains French art from

the late 19th century and features paintings from Van Gogh, Monet, Manet, Degas, Renoir, and Cezanne.

COMMUNITY EVENT
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Non-fiction Book Club #901

John Hjelm, Facilitator

Dates:  January 9; February 6 at 12:00 Noon

The Book Club meets as stated above, except when the Rio Salado campus

is closed or RISE semester is not in session

Winter 2023 Book Selections:

● “The Shattering:  America in the 1960’s” by Kevin Boyle

● “Pandemia:  How Coronavirus Hysteria Took over Our Government, Rights, and

Lives” by Alex Berenson

● “White Lies:  The Double Life of Walter F. White and America’s Darkest Secret” by

A. J. Baime

● “Last Call at the Hotel Imperial:  The Reporters Who Took on a World at War” by

Deborah Cohen
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Presenter Bios
Thanks to our RISE Presenters who volunteer their time

in support of lifelong learning.  We appreciate their efforts!

Bailey, Mark (U.S. Army retired)  Senior Druid; Grove of the Rising Phoenix

CEO Phoenix Fire Gatherings 501(c)3;  ...former Scholars Guild Chief (ADF) 2013-2014 ...Graduate of Druidic Studies from;

BCD- Bandarach College of Druidry,ADF- Ar n'Draoiecht Fein, BDO- British Druidic Order, OBOD- Order of Bards, Ovates, and

Druids, AODA- Ancient Order of Druids in America, FFD- Free Forest Druids (NE).

Brown, Mark earned a BA in United States history from the University of Wisconsin-Superior and received his MA from Old
Dominion University. Upon graduation, Mark worked for the city of Trenton, NJ, in formation of that city’s participation in
the United States Bicentennial celebration, and later pursued a career in journalism. While working as a sports editor, Mark
received Honorable Mention by the Associated Press Society of Ohio for his commentary. Currently, he is writing a scholarly
account of the American decision to participate in the 1936 Olympics and awarded a research grant in this area from
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library.

Brown, Waynette is a native of New Jersey, earned a BA in Spanish from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
After graduation, she served in the Peace Corps in Peru in urban community development. Upon return, she established a
career in the retail industry and financial field. For the last eight years, she worked seasonally for the concessionaire in
Yosemite National Park. An avid hiker, Waynette has traversed most of the popular trails in Yosemite and backpacked to
several High Sierra camps. She enjoys exploring other national parks and remains a passionate traveler.

Campbell, Joan is the Community Affairs Coordinator with the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office. The MCAO Community
Affairs Division is actively involved in a number of community outreach efforts in their mission “Keeping Families Safe.” Joan
has previously led classes on topics such as identity theft, travel safety, trending scams and home security. She has a strong
background working in crime prevention and is diligent in researching crime trends and evolving scams to ensure her
presentations are relevant and timely. Joan has worked for the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office for seven years, and prior
to joining MCAO, worked for the Arizona Department of Education and in law enforcement for the City of Glendale.

Eastman, David - Aside from being an experienced attorney focusing exclusively on Estate Planning, David Eastman is a

church-goer, a dog lover, loves the outdoors and is a devoted family man. David is affiliated with Wealth Counsel; the top

estate planning organization in the United States. He is proud to be affiliated with such a distinguished group of estate

planning attorneys both nationally and locally here in Arizona. This keeps him abreast of the most recent law changes and

some of the most groundbreaking planning techniques used in the field of estate planning to date. There are only a handful

of attorneys in the entire state of Arizona that belong to this prestigious organization and David is proud to say that he is one

of them. For nearly 20 years David has served residents of Arizona in all of their estate planning needs. His passion to

safeguard the temporal heritage built by small business owners, non-profit organizations, industry professionals, and every

day families has only intensified during that time. David’s true skill is communicating complex principles in a way that is easy

for clients to understand. Often told he should have been an educator, David enjoys speaking to various public and private

audiences about the importance of establishing a personalized estate plan. He has addressed the concerns of veterans,

seniors, students, entrepreneurs and church parishioners, and has appeared on local news stations to promote proper

planning for Valley families.

Fox, Laurie is a Certified Senior Advisor and has been in the non-medical field since 1999 in Maricopa County. She was

trained as a memory trainer for Banner Alzheimer’s Institute and is a facilitator for an Alzheimer’s/dementia support group.

She also serves on the management team of the West Valley Professionals’ Roundtable and facilitates a business women’s

only networking group in Sun City with over 600 members.  Laurie enjoys working at Cypress HomeCare Solutions helping
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families find solutions for their loved ones. She was inspired by her own experience as a family caregiver sharing the

Alzheimer’s journey with her mother from diagnosis to death.

Hickman, MA, CCHT, Sandra - is a Sound Healer and Master Neuro-Linguistic Hypnotherapist who is passionate about

shining the light on something new and seeing what’s familiar from new perspectives. She is the creator of Mind Massage, a

unique approach to rewiring your mind using sound healing and meditation.  By using a variety of methods including

Advanced Languaging Techniques, Hypnosis, Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Digital Homeopathy and Energy therapies

combined with curiosity, intuition and practicality, she helps people bridge the gap between what they know and what they

think they know.  She is the owner of the Healing Intention Community, a healing arts clinic in Sun City, that is co-located

with Blu Bliss CBD Dispensary and Mustard Seed Herbary.

Jeckel, Robert is a native of New Jersey and a practicing attorney in Sun City. He is a frequent speaker and college lecturer
throughout the Phoenix area and is a returning presenter for RISE. We value his experience, expertise, and willingness to
enrich our program with his knowledge.  

Kaminski, Ken - recently retired in 2020 after a 42-year career in Nuclear Power Plant Operation. Originally from Detroit

Michigan, Ken joined the US Navy in 1976 and was an instructor at a unique nuclear prototype facility in upstate New York.

He ended his tour as an electrician on a submarine stationed out of San Diego California. He worked at the Diablo Canyon

Power Plant in San Luis Obispo California for 36 years as an Electrician, Electrical Engineer, Senior Reactor Operator and

finally, as an instructor. He has a BS in Nuclear Technology from Excelsior College and is very happy to be teaching again in

the classroom in the RISE Program.

 Kapic, Michael - is retired business executive with a bachelor’s degree from Auburn University. He has been studying and
researching history and economics for many years. He is the author of three yet to be published novels. He has published
the non-fiction book Conventions That Made America: A Brief History of Consensus Building. He has presented to civic
groups and appeared on radio and television. He and his wife, Joanne reside in Sun City West, Arizona

Lukich, PsyD, Diane Diane’s professional career started later in life after her two sons were in their teens. When her
youngest son graduated from college, she read about a master’s degree program in Spiritual Psychology at the University of
Santa Monica (USM) and “knew” she had to attend. While attending USM, she awakened to a life of purpose and service
learning a skill “unconditional positive regard,” and was awakened to self-awareness, getting in touch with her source,
leading a life of service and supporting others in their personal and spiritual growth. Diane has earned her doctorate in
clinical psychology. Her passions are psychology, spirituality and education which she combines into classes and workshops
for adult learners.

Mariner, Bob -  is an Estate Planner and Certified Instructor with Generation Living Trusts, a provider of personalized estate

planning services whose legal group has produced over 36,000 Trusts and Wills since 1990. Using their time-proven

approach, Bob teaches this important and sometimes scary topic in an enjoyable, unpretentious manner that has already

helped thousands of people throughout Arizona. Attendees comment: “Why hasn’t someone explained Wills & Trusts like

this to me before? I learned so much. Now I know what I need and what to do.”

Martin, Patricia Dipl. Ac. (NCCAOM), a licensed acupuncturist, is a 1994 graduate of the Florida School of Acupuncture. She
has been on faculty at the Phoenix acupuncture school, active within the Arizona and Florida state Oriental medical
associations and is a former Board Member of the Arizona Society of Oriental Medicine and Acupuncture (AzSOMA). She
has a private practice in central Phoenix and the West Valley. She has completed over 5,000 hours of continuing education
courses since first becoming licensed. Since 2006, Patricia has been teaching at RISE and remains a member favorite.

Mesa, Maira - Health Promotion Care Planner with Independence at Home. Independence at Home is a SCAN Community
Service that provides educational and social classes at no cost to older adults and caregivers. I have 5 years' experience
working with older adults and helping the community. I enjoy providing classes and having the opportunity to share and
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interact with others on important topics. I like to offer a welcoming environment where you can learn, share, and get
answers to questions you may have.

Meske, Mark is a retired Health Inspector. In school and for forty years at his work, pens of all sorts have been a primary

tool. He received his first fountain pen from his father when he was 10 years old. Now with 60 years experience he has a

practical view of fountain pens. He is a user, not a collector. The value of any writing instrument is what it can do for us. Join

him and enjoy the hobby that is fountain pens.

Meske, Mark is a retired Health Inspector. He grew up on a Wisconsin farm and later a cheese factory. He worked his way

through college as a gas/service station, back when you could still get repairs and service at the same place you bought your

gas. Later during his career, he worked part-time for a carpenter as a general dog's body. He dabbled with woodworking and

built a muzzle-loading rifle from a kit. Bruised fingers can attest to his familiarity with hammers. Experience is not wasted if

it is shared.

Mohler, Kate - has taught English at Mesa Community College since 1995. She has served in various capacities over the

years, including sustainability committee chair and Book Club Coordinator. Currently, she serves as Secretary for Ability

Maricopa, the District's advocacy group for employees and students with disabilities. Kate was diagnosed with bipolar

disorder in 2016 at the age of 48; she has been reading about and studying all types of mental illness since then to help

educate herself and to create informative presentations for others. Kate believes that the stigma associated with mental

illness can be reduced through candid conversation, education about major symptoms, and the sharing of personal

experiences. In addition to studying and speaking on neurodiversity, Kate loves to travel, cook, and write. She grew up in

Minnesota but has lived in Wisconsin, UP Michigan, Pennsylvania, Washington State, and Alaska.

Moore DVM, Dr. Michael is a native of Kansas and is a retired food animal veterinarian. He practiced in southern Nebraska
for 28 years before entering the veterinary biological industry involved with manufacture and sale of vaccines. Dr. Moore
has been involved with numerous professional organizations. Michael and his wife Judy love to travel.

Newman, Dave has worn many hats: gardener, pool cleaner, grocery bagger, tomato lug stacker, tutor, teachers' aide,
electrician, and quality control technician but never a butcher, baker, nor candlestick maker. He then found his true calling
as a software developer which allowed him to become simultaneously self-employed and semi-retired at 27. He filled his
semi-retired free time by volunteering at homeless shelters, libraries, rehabs, non-profit organizations, and food banks
among others. Although a native Californian, he moved to AZ in 2012 to assist in caring for his disabled mother. He takes a
certain amount of pride in being fashion dysfunctional, follicly challenged, and pop-culture illiterate. Semi-retirement also
allowed Dave to complete over 200 units of college work. Unfortunately, he never found a school offering a degree in
"having fun" so he never graduated.

Perkins, Laura Lee, MS - has authored 17 books, published 150+ articles, and recorded 5 professional flute CDs and 3

audio-books.  Recipient of 14 grants and 5 artist residencies, Laura is a “Chicken Soup for the Soul: Hope & Miracles” author.

She is described as “inspirational” and Laura teaches 50+ life-skills classes annually to 5,000+ people in ME, MA, NY, and AZ.

Poppe, Cynthia is a graduate from the Arizona School of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (ASAOM) in Tucson, Arizona
where she completed her Master’s Degree in Acupuncture (MAc) with Certification in Asian Bodywork Therapy/Tui-Na
(Cert.A.B.T/Tui-Na), Clean Needle Technique Certification (CCAOM) and CPR. She is a board certified Diplomate of
Acupuncture through the National Certification Commission of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM). She was a
student of Dr. Yi Cao of Heilongjiang, China who specializes in Neurology and Psychology. She has completed workshops with
Dr. Shi Xue Min of Tianjin, China (“9000 Needles”) documentary specializing in stroke and internal diseases. She also has
special certification in the Mei Zen Cosmetic Acupuncture System by Dr. Martha Lucas of Denver, CO.

Reamer, Allen - has produced art and taught studio art and art history for most of his life.  He was fortunate to come from

generations of artists.  His mother taught him oil painting at a young age.  His undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate
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education was in studio art and art history.  Allen has taught high school to graduate level classes.  Over the years he has

been recognized by a variety of organizations for his teaching and art work.  He has been active for decades in local and

national art organizations including representing D.C. art educators at the national level for a decade.  He has taught at RISE

since 2009.  Allen teaches over 175 studio art classes and over 230 art history classes.

Rogers, Gale - has been in Arizona since 1981 from the Chicago area. I live in Sun City West now.  I am a Certified Crystal

Reiki Master/Teacher for people and pets.  I started my business in 2017 – Rogaar Wellness, LLC. when I was selling health

and wellness products as an independent distributor but decided at the end of 2020 to move in another direction and work

for myself.  Because of the pandemic and the shutdown, I had time to stop and concentrate on me and used it as an

opportunity to learn.  I started taking online classes in Reiki.  It opened a whole new world to me.  My fascination with this

healing energy, which we all have but don’t necessarily know it, led me to more and more classes and reading.  I knew I had

to spread this information to others and wanted to teach it to my friends and family.  I took the class again with another

teacher and ended up going through 4 the training 4 times to see how other teachers taught the course.  It led me to read

more about energy healing and our connection with Spirit, watch podcasts, learn from others, and read more books and

manuals.  I continue to learn more about it. I have been helping others through Reiki for about two years and I have finally

created my own course for Reiki I & II and am now ready to bring it to the public for those that want to learn to heal their

energy body so they can heal their physical and mental body.  Although I haven’t been doing this very long, it is easy to learn

quickly and does not require a long, expensive weekend to learn at a retreat.  I have simplified it to be taught in just a few

sessions.

Saffell, Erinanne is the Arizona State Climatologist, Director of the Arizona State Climate Office, and Senior Global Futures

Scientist with the Julie Ann Wrigley Global Futures Laboratory. Her main research interests are extreme weather and climate

events, including flood and drought, as well as impacts of the Urban Heat Island. She is currently co-chair of the Arizona

Drought Monitoring Technical Committee and serves on the American Meteorological Society Board of Outreach and

Informal Education.

Sandell, MBA, Scott -  is President of the Arizona Chapter of the Foundation for Personal Financial Education (FPFE) which is

a 20-year-old nationwide nonprofit speaker’s bureau dedicated to providing financial education without bias or the burden

of sales.

Saunders, Dr. Bonnie F. - Since the Spring Session of 1999, Dr. Bonnie F. Saunders has taught classes at R.I.S.E. -- on U.S.

Foreign Policy, especially in the Middle East and East Asia; the U.S. Constitution; women's history; and racism and civil rights.

Her Ph.D. in history focused on U.S. policy in the Middle East and she has published a book on a CIA plot to overthrow the

government of Syria in 1957.  She has also taught U.S., western, and world history at Glendale Community College since

1999.

Teaguarden, Janet is a Professor Emerita, having taught college mathematics for over 50 years.  She has presented talks at
numerous local, state, national, and international conferences, and at RISE (Fun with Math series, Mysteries and Histories of
Pi, Rebel Women of Mathematics, and Bells, Bells, Bells)  She has also received a number of awards for excellence in
teaching.  She and her husband Bill love to travel and have visited all 50 states and six of the seven continents.

Timko, Dr. Scott -  has over thirty years of experience treating patients for a multitude of health issues. He constantly strives

to improve and update his knowledge in the field of Health and Nutrition. In addition to his extensive schooling, he has

taken hundreds of hours of continuing education to further his knowledge in these fields and is always ready to use his

expertise to help you in matters of health and healing. Dr. Timko’s lectures are designed to give you the information you

need on very relevant topics in a concise, easy to understand format while still being entertaining and fun. Join him for one

his talks and learn how to take charge of your health so you can add life to your years and years to your life!
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Ulness, Dr. James -  Long-time professor of psychology at Concordia College in Moorhead, MN has integrated the best of

main stream psychology with Eastern and Western spirituality.  The Humanistic Psychology of Maslow and Rogers, the Depth

Psychology of Carl Jung, the Transpersonal Psychology of Michael Wasburn and Ken Wilber, the Psychology of

Self-determination of Edward Deci, the methodology of Assagioli’s Psychosynthesis, with the insight of Spiritual Science in

the work of Rudolf Steiner.  This has given Dr. Ulness his unique approach to the study of human nature and the social order.

He is particularly interested in helping people who are having unusual experiences of a spiritual, mystical, or psychic nature

understand what is happening and thus better able to integrate these into their personality in a healthier way.

Vaupel, Jeannette practiced nursing in various clinical settings for 16 years and later was the owner/director of a center for

education and healing arts for 13+ years. She has been in private practice since to consult and teach classes in the northern

Illinois and Phoenix areas. Her expertise includes 25 years of using and teaching about essential oils, many hundreds of

classes on nutrition, and more recently strategies to prevent/deal with cancer. Her most recent area of expertise is regarding

the use CBD oils, etc.

Warren, Ph.D., Diana -  is a teacher, writer and spiritual explorer. Before retiring, she worked in health care, elder care,

human resources, finance and as university faculty. She taught religion, ethics, psychology, and esoteric teachings on

healing, consciousness, and the spiritual path. Diana is a lifelong student of the arts and sciences, both traditional and

non-traditional. Her credentials include an M.A and Ph.D. She is trained in healing techniques including Reiki, energy

medicine, therapeutic touch, and Native American and Inka medicine. Her current project is Spiritual Strengths for Your Soul

Journey, a book comparing Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Judaism and the Indigenous Traditions. She loves learning,

travel, dance and music.

Wong, Jennifer is a Guyanese native whose introduction to Guyana’s wildlife began when, as a young child, she spent some

time in the Guyana interior and saw a sloth hanging from a tree in her backyard.  She grew up hearing tales of alligators

swimming in the city’s canals and snakes using Guyana’s waterways to migrate to the city.  From reading “Three Singles to

Adventure”, she was later introduced to more exotic wildlife such as the caiman, tapir and capybara.
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RISE DISCLAIMER

Welcome to RISE. We hope you enjoy the classes we have provided for you this term. We try to cover a variety of

topics and include different perspectives. RISE/Rio Salado College neither endorses nor opposes the information

presented in classrooms. We provide it as a purely educational experience allowing you, the member, to

determine the value of the content. Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the presenter and do

not necessarily represent those of RISE Learning for Life. This information is not intended or implied to be a

substitute for professional financial, legal, medical, or mental health advice. Content is merely information —

NOT ADVICE.

 

CROWD RELEASE

By attending classes and entering the classrooms of Rio Salado/RISE you are consenting to be

interviewed, photographed, or recorded by audio and/or video. You are also permitting the release of

any of the above for publication or reproduction for webcasts, promotional purposes or advertising on

websites, social media, or any other purposes. You waive any claims for payment or royalties in

connection to use of same. You have been fully informed of your consent, waiver of liability and

release before entering the event.

CODE OF CONDUCT

RISE adheres to the established Rio Salado Code of Conduct as well as local, state, and federal laws. 

RISE specifically prohibits the disruption of classes or RISE activities, abusive treatment of others, theft

or dishonesty, and the failure to comply with RISE policies. Membership, presenter status, or leadership

positions may be revoked by the Governing Council for breaking the Code of Conduct, dereliction of

duty, breaking protocols or violating Presenter Guidelines. Depending on the severity of the situation, a

three-step process should progress from a documented verbal warning to a written warning, to the

final step of removal from the membership or position by the Council. Extreme disruption may result in

immediate removal by onsite security.
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RISE Winter Term Registration Form

Name: Phone #:
Member #: Exp. Date:

201 202 204 205 206 207 208 209Z 210 210Z

211 212 213 214 214Z 215 215Z 216 217 218

219Z 220 220Z 221 222 223 224 225 226Z 227Z

228 229Z 230Z 231 232 233 234 235 235Z 236

237 238 239 240Z 241 242Z 243 244 245 246

247 249Z 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257

258 259 260 901
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